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voyage of Bolivar ascending the Orinoco was so rapid, that by the 10th
T of March he was at &nguaquen; and soon alter upon the right tank of the
Arauca, where he had an interview with Pa
This flight, like unto that of the eagle, that Impetuous movement which 1g.
norm pants and snrmuunts difficultieN was very proper to the genius of Boliver.
Thus did he disconcert the enemy on many occasions by the rapidity of his
marches, and be recovered by velocity what he had lout by the uncertain fate
Of arms.
Morillo had passed the river Apure, with 6,000 men, towards the last days of
January: an imprudent manaune, which should cod him dearly; because If
the patriots should place themselves on the defensive, leaving to work In their
favor the climate and the Supportable rigors the desert, it was evident that
the Spanish army would almost all perish. This consideration did not escape
the Liberator, who remained passive, and he wrote to Don Guillermo White
from Lagwm do too Laurelea: "Our defensive has been mortal to Morillo; because in marches, countcrua,cbes and partial combatu he has lost almost one.
half of his army. I would have attacked him In front and given a general battle,
almost sure of succsee; but I have bad to repressmy resolution and end. battle,
to conform myself to the reiterated advicea of all our friends who do not wish
to we the fate of the republic depend on & general action. Besides, the ruin of
the enemy Is sure if we remain observing and biasing him until the expedition
of General Urdanets calls their attention to the rear. Then, either they divide
their forts, or they leave one of our bodies to occupy the country they abandon.
Web this shall increase our foroee,and theta will be diminisbedhy the inevitable desertion of their troops and the scantlns of their rasources. Moriflo
expects no help from Spain, and we are not wanting In hopes from the English
for asistanco. All, finally, advises me the conduct of Fabius, who with much
pain, I see myself forced to follow; as, unfortunately, I ama far from having the
character of that great Roman general. Es was prudent, I as iuspeSvous."
Here is revealed the system of war of Bolivar in this moment: to fatigue the
much by
enemy, to tire him by marches; harass soldlen, already too
the severe climate of the plalru with their knap...bi., ovucoata shakos, heavy
booti, etc., that Indispensable equipment of the Eusnpea soldier; to take their
food by driving away the cattle and burning the pastures; to spike their
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gnna and keep the expeditionary columns continually on the gel eke. And
the result was very costly to Morillo, who lost a great many men; who despaired
without having been We to fight the audacious republicans, as he met nothing
she but guerrillas (/ia, as they were Sled), who with amazing bravery barad him on all side..
It was about this time that the Spanish chief approached the left bank of the
Iran, to the positions where the Liberator was encamped on the right brink,
and the occaslot when General Pies, followed by 150 bursemen, crossed the
river and advanced In three sinail columns upon the enemy.
The maneuvre could not have been more perilous. Morillo, without loss of
time, moved his forces, disposing them as if for a drawn battle. The crowing
of the Anuca by Pars, he held as a sign that the rest of the fortes of Bolivar
would come to engage In a general combat; It never entering his mind that 150
men would defy an army of 6,000. Seeing afterwards that Pies was retreating,
leaving the ford of the river In the rear (the Aranca Is not fordable in illparts).
be believed him irremediably lost, and then launched against him all his cavalry, that Is to say, about 1,000 men, and amongst them 200 riflemen, already
Impatient to chastise so much dazing. Full of confldence Moriflo recommended
the vlctory, and said to his officer., on marching away, "It Is necessary to cut
these rebels Into piece., so that they may be punished." Pan meanwhile continued his retreat without the least disorder. It was strategy on his part to
attack them when the cavalry should be distant from the lnSntq. In effect, as
soon as he saw the Spanish horsemen at a distance, he turned on his beds and
charged them, dividing his small force Into seven groups; and without giving
the royalists time to form and resist, he broke them at the first Impetus, causing
them great lose. They caused the riflemen to dismount and it was to their
evil, because Pars 'fell upon those who were dlsmonntlng with as much energy
as on the rider,, and lancing them, be drove them back and disbanded the Spanish army, who in disorder awaited night to evade their nun.
A glorious page In the military life of Pan Is that of the action, of Quaera.

Jet Modiot The Spaniards lost In that terrible attack more than twice tbt
number of those who defied them. The chiefs were amazed; the troops Ml of'
fear and wonder. Never was there seen a more unequal combat, nor was any
more glorious for the arms of the republic, because Moriflo retreated precipitately
to Acbsguu, raving at what had happened to him at the &rauca, and acknowl..
edging there to himself that th valor of the "flaneros" was Imponderable, ant
that it was very difficult to resist their Impulse.

On the Slowing day the liberator Issued a decree conceding the Cross of
Liberaton to all the chiefs, officers, sergeants, corporals and soldiers who fought.
In that glorious action of war (3d of April). 411 were well deserving; all bad
shown a really heroic valor. That prow, the most extraordinary which can

The related by the military history of natinnt was executed with a 4likrate purpose, "attackl4 the forces of Morlllo In front, who had not sufficient, as said'
Bolivar, with artillery, Infantry and cavalry, to defend himself from the 160
heroes who accompanied the Intrepid Paea"
The Liberator not only officially celebrated this act of extraordinary valor, hut
Us .leo wrote confidentially to a Mend, and said; "Day before yesterday Genera-i Pass had gained an admirable blow on Menlo, and which could have been
completely decisive if night had not hid him from our lancers. We only thought
0fm.bb.g known to him the superiority of our cavalry; and on account of this.
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we did not take advantage of the brilliant result, because we were not prepared
for It. We drove back the whole army, when we had only thought of fighting
a part of the cavalry. One hundred and fifty braves, led by General Pan., could
not alone destroy an entire army, the Manes being between our troops."
The rains were beginning already to Inundate the pastures of the Apnre, and
causing the inaction to be painful on those spots Bolivar thought of moving
his forces against Barinss taking advantage of the difficulties of MorlQo to
take quiet possession of the western portion of Caracas. The overflowing of
the riven and the swamps, which were found in those relatively low territories,
did St allow military manonvea; but nothing abstracted the best evolutions in
the mountainous country. Morlito Issued through his staff a bulletin (14th of
May), in which he announced the conclusion of the campaign of 1819; but it
was then that BOLTVAR was about to commence it, and when the expeditionary chief was crossing the Spun In direction to Calabozo, seeking better spots
for the quartering of his troop; the Liberator was moving against Barinas, the
divisions which he had at Eincon-Hondo, Incorporating on the way by Mintscal the cavalry brigade, under the orders of Colonel Range), which maintained
itself victorious from this town to that of N6txlas, and continuing his mirth
towards the old and ruined town of Setenta, In the vicinity of which be intended
to cross the Spurn.
It seems that the homes, lean and rendered useless by the enormous marches
which they had done in the Winter, followed with difficulty, and Peer suggested
the idea of not attacking Barium before having fresh horses. The observation
was just, and the Liberator accepted it, sending General Pies himself to Guasdualito to meet Colonel Nonato Pass, and communicate to him the order to
join the army with his column, bringing besides all the serviceable horses be
could find.
Bolivar bad his camp at the farm of Candfstoln, at a abort distance from the
shore of the Spun.
Awaiting the result of the commission of Peer, the Liberator received coinmimications from Santandeç which were brought brOolonel Jacinto lairs from
Cessna's. By them Bolivar was Informed of the hue situation of, the provinces
of New Granada, the oppressive measures of the Viceroy Asmano, and the roy*
.1st chiefs; the discontent and even the exasperation which they had produced
in the tnlndaof those peaceful inhabitants: the happy results obtained by San.
-tander, who displayed on that occasion his moderation, his discreet zeal, his
paternal authority, the treasure of his civil toes.
The plausible news brought 'by tars filled the heart of the Liberator with
joy; and investigating swiftly the organized force on which Santander relied,
a luminous idea, an Inspiration inflamed his spiriçand caused his eyes of fire to
shine with the pleasure of victory.
Did Bolivar perhaps remember his promise of Angostura: "Gnnadsnians I
Veneela with me marches to liberate you,.. you with me did liberate Vcnrzuela. The sun shall not complete its actual period without beholding raised
In all your territory the altars to liberty I"
Did he calculate In an Instant that it would be easy to deceive Morillo, and
' Andes, free those virtuous people to whom
-crossing rapidly the Gw''1
be owed in other times love and protection I
Who know.? Great thoughts are born in the heart. The campaign of New
Granada was as adventure bristling with vicissitudes and perils. To march to
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Santa Fe, expel her tyrants and afterwards employ the inns, the freasura of
that kingdom, to obtain the liberty of Venezuela, was a daring purpose, which
offend only nb and difficultit of allclasses, but which ftuaticized the mind
of Bolivar.
A parenthesis in the war of Venezuela I And this parenthesis was the glorious occupation of all the new kingdom of New Granada I
Gigantic Idea I The Import of the battios which should be delivered on the
opposite side of the Andes; the occupation of that vast territory; the ooneumnation of the Granwl.nhn Independence, and even the very circumstance of
there being no possible retreat through that lmn..n.lty of the range of mountains
which mount to the heavens, covered with venerable forests and yawning preciplots which stupefy the sight; all this tempted the genius of Bolivar.
He reflected in silence, and submitted the eve nts to a profound examination.
But he communicated nothing to any ant. "I can assure you," he wrote to
White, "that the delay of the expedition (Colonel English's) hu caused an injury of which there is no ides, and up to now my opinion is that It would have
been more useful to an not to have known anything of this Engl ish expedition,
than the good Its arrival can do u AU has been upset, and all has not been
done as it could have been dont Finally, my dear Mend, th.pntty ow do not
always kiss eaâ other. I do not tell you what I sin going to do, because it Is not
convede4 that it should he known, and this letter may be lost. THE RESULT SHALL SAY IT."
After having maturely reflected, be convoked a council of war, composed of
the generals and officers of the army, to whom he communicated "the Idea of
abandoning the invasion of Barium; of entertaining Morillo, drawing his
attention from the movement, and to fall suddenly on New Gr.nal.aad liberate
hex." Although some repeat that the Idea was applauded by all, It I. not so
exact Ansoategul, Ambrosio Plaza and Soublette were among those who
enthusiastically supported him. Others found It more difficult than wan-Con.
celved; more Ingenious than prudent; and although, finally, the Liberator with
his fiery eloquence removed all doubts and overcame all contradictions, it is
undeniable that there were.
The council ended, the Liberator charging to all the most inviolable reeave
and good disposition.
The army fell back to MantecaL
On the 25th of May, the Liberator began the movement in the direction of
Guseduslito. At this town he left 1,000 horsemen, who, under the orders of
Pan, were to operate on Barinas, and execute a movement by the mountain of
Sian Camio, In the direction of Otcuta.
This operation was a Mat to bide from the vigilant euspicinuans of Morillo
the true plan of the republican chlth, at the same time that interrupting the
communication between Venezuela and New Granada, it did not allow Lstorre
to penetrate Into the viceroy's district, and left Bolivar to operate at liberty.
On the 4th of June the army crossed the Antic..
Many "lianerce" deserted on this occasion, who suspected the destination
of the expedition, and did not wish to climb over the Oranadanlan Andes
There also retired the brave Colonel Iribarron, who was one of the council of
Canafistolo, with all bin squadron, and Colonel Rangel, who was sick, with his.
The - which this separation caused Bolivar was somewhat soothed by
the resolution of the noble Colonel Rook, who, at the bead of the British legion,
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said to the Libentor, that he would SHow Mm fwMr (Ma Cap. Hera V it
woe iItsn-y.
on the"*
Bolinrjolned, on the 11th, at Tame thcnngusrdot
be was at Pore with 2,600 men.
The Invasion of the Granadanian territory occupied by the royalists was now
lmnt
In spite of the wearies of the army, which execute? Steed marche In the
rainy seuon, the Liberator canard it to croes the range by the wilderness of

StAn;

on the smhe was at Pays, and onthe Bthof July at Socha, a tam of the
province of Tunja, the first met with on the opposite side of the Eastern Anda
providence had reserved to the Incomparable genii. of BolSter to conquer
and ,nn'WS obstacles lite which any other even 1Ta,mtbsl, would have
been ten4fled. What an enterprise, from V.ntsssl to Tunjal The ounce,
write an ocular, wiles, was at that time of a wra re wit, during which the
to Pare them we to be I jumomrplains were Infransitable. Apure
From
able swift and many navigable nveM deep bayous, and immune snmpel
The lake of "fl.rM.'sna" must be crossed (a lake of many leagues In dine.'tee, which the rains kim In a great basin In the vicinity of the Sines;) we
a small en, than solId pound In the tenitnry through which the army was to
make lb first martha The thiops, after the different operations that they
had executed In the plains, were In a state of nakedness to the degree that It
was rare to sea a pair of breathes amongst the soidles. These men,
born and
were
to ayes
bred In warm climates, and dised accordingly, were, those who
deserts and mirth In ezcvely cold climate. The "llaneos," who had nun
felt the Impression of a temperate climate: that child of light and heat, should
pass the frozen temperature of Tunja, naked, on foot, reduced to nullity, becausehe could not uae his borse or his lance? And In the midst of all this,
who were the enemies they wore going to fight? Numorons and veteran laS
Ions, socilm ated clothed, and well-disciplined, with all the resource In their
power, knowing the ground, . If the great generals of ancient and modem
times had been consulted, their opinion on the campaign of New Granada,
there would not have been one that would believe that with such elements and
In auth circumstance It could be undertaken. Bolivar alone could march
with an army from the centre of the plasma of Vnnuels, prodded with nothlug .aitiag voJr and .oadnq, and triumph over the nature and the oppisore of Oimdlnamarct
He feared nothing.
On the 25th of May he decreed at Mantecal the liberty of the Granedwim
regions; on the 4th of Jime,he amend, as I bare add, the bane; on the
SM he left the plains of Ossanave, and began to macsod the mu.sut.La; on the
fr7th he was victorious over the enemy at Pays, and on the 6th of July he approvisos. RI. presence smoothed Ali Inconvenleas.
petted In the interim provinces.
caused obstacles to be surmounted, and Inspired that confidence which lnbllilily preoodea tory. What courage! what magnanimous constancy I
army marched without food; slept without shelter; and the bonUs of a
rapid movement by rugged and frightful roads had destroyed It Bolivar had
a soul of firs; Signs cannot act him; but the rest, did enjoy this faS
tad.? . . . The soldiers died from cold on those frozen and craggy
Many undertook to .vW.., others f,fl sick and filled the hospitals. The cavalry -
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was much dbnlnlah4 and the bodies arrived finally at Barbs without a horse.
The elements of life and war were abandoned, for the want of mules to ace
the range, and of men to lead them.
It was In this dreadftd situation that Bolivar rendered himself superior to all
the great leader, of the ancient and modem world, displaying a firmness, more
than can be reached by human understanding. All around him was sorrow
and misery; an dejection and paint The army seemed like a dying body; a
few ebbS were the only ones fit for any service I And encamped at Bocha, they
were Informed that the Spanish General Don Jon g Maria Barreiro, a young man
mass
of honot, who was at the head of a
5,000 warriors, at the charge of
whom should expire the liberty of the country.
The irresistible Influence of Bolivar was requisite to keep our troops from
being paralyzed I
In three days, the Liberator mounted the cavalry and replaced the arms; he
collected cannon and reeatabllshed the army. "The battles In which we are
to conquer," he said, "are wanting to fill the republic with glory." He spoke

to the Or.n.Anlnn army with great love, animating them to the work of their
emancipation: "In your midst," he said to than In a beautftbl proclamation;
"ln your midst you have sn army ofMwds and begthcton,and the God who
protects afflicted humanity will concede victory to the redeeming arms. Do
not Sat those who come to shed their blood to constitute you as a free nation.

The Qj.,,.A.ni.nq are Innocent In the eyes the liberating army. There are
no other culpable to us than the Spanish tyrants and even thee shall perish
only on the battle-field."
Be afterwards directed the guerrillas on the enemy; be threatened to att7ack
them lnafl directions, and ou the llthof July, he presented the firet battle on
the heights of Game= The combat lasted rigid how; with a disadvantage
of position on our part; but our troops fought bravely, and the enemy retreated
with considerable lore.
And the Liberator allowed him no time to rally, as by a flank movement he
occupied the valley of BeSts, which obliged Barreiro to abandon his positions
and go to cover Tunja and Santa P4, attesting himself at llama, do Bouts,
an advantageous position for his Infantry, and which besides he prepared for
dthnos by lntrenchmenta.
-Bolivar set his camp In front and provoked the enemy In a thousand mannest, although all In vain, because Barreiro remained quiet. On the 25th of
July, seeing that his antagonist did not decide to come out, and *aring that
this Inaction was Intentional to await reinforcements which should secure the
victory, the Liberator ordered a movement on the left flank upon the enemy'@
rear-guard, with the view of attacking Barreiro In the rear, or force him to
abandon the good positions he occupied. Barrtro then moved, and with such
an impetus, that be forced as to combat in a notably disadvantageous position.
The entire Spanish army fell upon our troops vigorously, who were crossing a
marshy ravine named Pa Manes do Vargas, surrounded by bills, which were occupied by the Spanish general, to open on the patriots an Inceeant and deadly
Am pierce combat, frightful and desperate struggle, In which all fought with ira.
speakable effort! The victory was for a long time doubtful. The bravery of
the generals and officer.; the calm Intrepidity of the tronps; the presence of
Bolivar on all aides; his voice employed in encouraging the soldier, and Inspiring confidence; all this united, caused the republican arms to triumph
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at Vargas. The battle lasted until night, sustained with a superhuman
tenacity and rage. The Spaniards lost, between wounded and killed, more than
500 men, and loft in the hands of Bolivar, victorious, prisoners, macnc muskets,
—munition, two flags of the dragoons of Granada. The brave officers, Baudon
and Carvajal, distinguished themselves an that day, and the &ItâsII companies
covered themselves with glory on this first occasion that they fought under the
eyes of the Liberator. He remained master of the province of Tunis, with the
exception of the capital; Socorro and Pamplons were free, and the rem of the
country in insurrection.
The Granadanian people received the liberating army with the most exflsordinary enthusiasm.
The bulletin of the 0th of August was dictated by the Liberator to General
Soublette, Chief of Stafi in the city of Tunja, which he had occupied by a dat.
lug munwuvre, the garrison falling into his hands
Here the army was reinforced; and the recruits, which for any other chief
would not have been of use only after many months of Instruction, were serviceable for the Liberator as soon as he enlisted them.
Qameza and Bonn bad been a field of glory for Bolivar; the heights of Vatgas also were, as be had dislodged the Spaniards from every position; but it was
of all importance to secure these partial triumphs by a final glorious St, and
to secure them Immediately, because in war there is nothing more useful than
to crown some successes by others, and to recompense the fatigues of these preparatory encounters with the fruit of a decisive and memorable action.
qameza. Bonn and Vargas announced the great battle of Boca.
When the enemy, under favor of the night, saved himself from a total ruin at
Vergew he retreated to Psypa, Bolivar was unable to pursue him: but on the
following day he followed In his tracks, keeping him in sight "Notwithstanding that the enemy has rallied some bodies of Infantry after the battle of Panteen de Verges," said the Llbejator, "we are almost sure of victory."
This certainly was rendered more plausible by the promises made by the Governors of Socorro and Pamplona, of sending without delay 'net, provisions and
clothing. It ehoiM be known that from Bonn the Liberator, who administered
on all sides, bad appointed Colonels A. Morales and Pedro Fortoul governun
of those two provinces, with the pressing charge of calling to arms its inbabitents and to send reinforcements to the army. Notwithstanding, these did not
arrive no opportunely, and the vanguard having marched at dawn of the 7th, as
the enemy was moving, the army was placed under arms.
Barreiro, who beheld his forces diminishing, having been already defeated on
three occasions, intended to form a junction with the troops of the BrigadierGeneral Don Juan Samano, Viceroy, who were at Santa Fe; evading an encounter with those of Bohnr. The camp of the latter was at Tunja, that Ii, between
Barreiro and Samoan, threatening one and the other, and watching an opportunity tofall upon either one. Itiajust to confess that his position was not
entirely favorable; because at the same time he could be surrounded, being at.
tacked in front and rear: but that singular destiny with which the Immortal
Bolivar cane into existence did not allow than common accidents, ordinary
misfortunes which do net cell sympathy nor advance esteem. Barreiro and
Samano did not combine any plan: and the former, at the head of 8,000 men,
only wished to effect a junction.
Bolivar formed ids army In the square of Tunja and awaited! Barreiro should
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take the road of Psman or that of the bridge of Boyacs. At the decision, tho
Liberator would resolve. ft was a subject of a few minutes. Advices were repeatedly sent in. Many were posted on the heights In observe and to report
The Liberator himself, unusually anxious, and of a prodigious vivacity on important occasions, mounted and proceeded to reconnoitre the true direction of the
enemy. Heat last discovered it, and an the spot issued the most necesasry orders
to make the army By towards the 6znona point, when the power which oppressed the Granadanlan soil should be destroyed. "Either we force Barreiro to
or battle and we aiah him to pieces," said the Liberator to Ansoltegui and the
other genenlswho were with him, "or we prevent him from forming a junction
with Bazusno, and the demoralization of his troops shall oblige him to surrender."
Barreiro offered battle.
He disposed of 8,000 men; Bolivar of 2,000!
&nzo&egni commanded the centre and the right wing; Santander the left
wing. The force of the independent. marched In line of battle. Nothing could
be comparable, saga the bulletin of Boyaca, to the Intrepidity of Ausoltegul, to
whom was reserved the honor of defeating the principal body of the enemy.
To him was owing In a great part the victory. Disciple of Bolivar, his companion In misfortune, his auxiliary In war, his adorer in all parts and on all
occasions, as brave in Intelligence as In heart, he knew things In their place, and
knew how to attain them. He behaved heroically at Boysca, distinguishing his
name In such a famuns action, which shall last for centuries. The enemy kept
up a withering fire; but AnnoMegul and his troops, by daring manuvns, and
executed with the severest discipline, surrounded all the enemy's bodies. The
company of mounted grenadiers (all Spaniards) was the first to fly, and from
that moment all the efforts of General Barreiro to rally his troops were fruitless.
He himself last his position, and even the facility of escaping, because ariflennu,
Pedro Martinez, took him prisoner on the battle-dell. AU the hostile army
fell into the bands of Bolivar. There were made prisoners, besides Barreiro and
his second, Colonel Jimenez; almost all the commandants and majors of the
bodies; 1,600 soldiers and his horses, snnaments artillery, ammunition, lances,
military treasure, etc., fell into our hands.
Santander, who on his side had directed the movements with great skill and
firmness, marched In pursuit of some of the dispersed I Ansoittogul remained
during the night on the field of his glory.
The advantages of the battle of Boyaca are incalculable. Never unit the ('o
lombian troops triumphed more decisively, and on few occasions bad they fought
against such well-disciplined and well-commanded soldiers.
Bolivar marched to Bogota.
On his arrival at the bridge of Oomnn,he received news that the Vlrnroy, lbs
Supreme Court, the Guard of Honor, the regiment of riflemen of Arsgi.n, suit
all the civil and military employees, bad abandoned the capital, inning It In a
frigbtfizl anarchy. The Libentot hastened his march, nnd el%tnrul on thai snuin
day (10th of August), at about 4 o'clock in the evening, in llogtdn. MUll, whnn
he marched through the streets of the capital with Soubletta, ItaIm,inib, In'ltrs,
Judo Briceno, and other, who accompanied him, In some parts On king was
cheered, and In others the independence. The patriots ernil,l m'nr.', 'Iy Ii,4i,'ts
what they beheld, and called Bolivar their guardian angel and Ml,nrt.r I All
shed tears and embraced each other! What a tender scone I slit,,,. all (lie i linse
who had lost on the SCalbId a father, a husband, a aim or a I,rntli p r I
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The Liberator was now with them seventy-five days after his march from the
town of Mantecal. province of Barinsa. Bolivar entered the capital of the now
kingdom, having overcome unspeakable labors and difficulties, and dc.thq6d
an army three time greater than his own.
The immense territory which Use between Mantecal and Santa Fil can scarcely
be walked over in winter by a man from the 25th of May to the 10th of August
The numerous army which crossed It In equal time, fighting, equipping, and
making short rests, could only be moved by an extraordinary activity by Bouvsa. It is sufficient to say that when the tyrants of Bogota Imagined our army
marching to Pore It was already entering Tunja, having defeated an inimical
body.
When Morillo in Venezuela relied on it that our army should be detained on
the borders of the rivers and there pr06a61v all shovid remain, the said Barreiro
was prisoner, and Samano fleeing, frightened with a consternation which does
him little honor.
Bolivar, present In all the points of the battle, gave the most precise orders to
bring forth the bravery of the troops, the strength of the chieft, and to end with
brilliancy the work he had undertaken. He triumphed at Boyaca, and he would
have wished to multiply the moment to take advantage from the victory.
From the battle-field two columns set out to the north, to the Magdalena. to
Antioqus, Choco and Popsyan, and in a few days liberty bad reasawned he
reign over those beautiful provinces.
Boyaca is the brilliant crown of this campaign of seventy-five days, Immortal
in the annal of our history. There Bolivar proved, more than In any other
action, his military virtues, his science of war, his forethought, his genius. There
be could write as Cwear, veal, tidi, ski, but he expressed himself better, because
speaking to the Granadanlans from the capital Of Santa Fe, he said: "Granadanlans I From the fields of Venezuela the cry of your affliction penetrated my
ears, and I have flown for the third time with the liberating army to serve you.
Victory, marching before our flags, ban been faithful to us In your country,
and twice has your capital beheld us victorious. In this, as on other occasions, I have not come in search of power or glory. My ambition has been to libcrate you from the horrible tortures which your enemies forced youth suffer, and
to restitute you In your rights, so that you may institute a goverameE of your
election. Granadaiiansl Eight of your province breathe freedom. Preserve
untouched this sacred good with your virtues, with your patriotism and valor."
Rendering an account to the government of Venezuela of the happy termination of his undertaking, he communicated to the Vice-Preeldent of the Republic,
and said to him:
"flasnqusstEBS OF Sans FL August 14, 1819.
"Simon Rehear, President of the Republic, Captain-General alMs Annia Yenecuda and New Granada, etc.

V

"To ma Exczancr THE Vrcs-PSESIDEIIT or rue RSPVDLIO: From the
moment that I conceived the project of advancing my marches to the interior
of this kingdom, I knew that an alarming fear should put In action all the ie
sources of the Spanish authorities. In effect, this Idea, based on the experience
of my observations, was more confirmed when In the States which were under
the power of the Viceroy, Don Juan Samano, I found that a superior force, wefl
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wgsnlred and disciplined, was the wall against which It was Intended that the
late liberating army should perish.
Uj
calculated, notwithstanding, that the abundance of evils with which these
people bad been and MIII were afflicted, should have prepared their minds to
embrace with pleasure their heroic defenders. And In truth, scarcely had I
given the first etcps on this side of the mountains which divide the plains from
the hilly country, bounding the province of Cassuare, when I beard resound
before me the bIings of some men who awaited my arms with all the enthualan of liberty, as a remedy to the calamities and misfortunes which bad carried them to the last degree of exasperation.
"An experienced cbIc4 at the bead of an army of four or five thousand men,
is first thing which presents Itself to we on the bottle-field. The General
Don JoséMaria Barreiro, charged with Its direction, drains all his efforts; be
motes all the springs of valor, and he has presented to me actions, which were
won to the republic to cover It with glory."
"The discipline of his troops, his fine organization, the advantageous -lions he occupied, and the abundance of resources he had opportunely proporthmed for himself caused me to believe that this enterprise was only proper to
the Intrepidity and bravery of the republican arms.
"The battle of Boyacs, the most complete victory which I have Just obtained,
bas decided the fate of these Inhabitants; and after having destroyed even In
Its elements the army of the King, I have flown to this capital, through the
midst of the multitude of men, who emulously poured on as expressions of the
most tender gratitude, and throwing themselves amidst the dispersed bodies of
the enemy, they disregarded their own dofencelesa state, to co-operate actively
to the extermination of these, taking their arms and maklbg a great number of
prisoners. The details of this triumph Y. S. will And consigned In the printed
copies which I remit inclosed."
"Ify sensibility was not a little touched at any an4val at this capital of New
Granada, where there can still be an signs of the depredations and cruelty of
the proselytes of the Peninsula."
"The Viceroy P..man0 along with all the employees, the greater part of the
Spaniards, and the rest of the forces which remained, left precipitately, fugitive,
at the first news they had of the last victory, and before my anvil at this
capital, I caused some divisions to march to the south and west of It, which
are the mutes that they have taken, with the founded hopes of capturing them,
and a numerous emigration."
It
spite the universal devastation which this kingdom has suffered, the
republic can rely on one ,nWkn V dollars in specie, besides the large sums which
the pniperty f the enemy and diaeontental frg1tves shall prod rice.
"I labor actively in the organization of the Interior economy, and the happy
dispositions of these people, where there Is scarcely to be found an enemy,
cause me to foresee that the power of the tyrants will be reduced to nothing."
"Receive, Y. K, and all the republic, my sincere felicitation, and the candid
votes of the illustrious G.onadan tan people 1 who only aspire to a common
happiness with the Venezuelan; deigning equally to present the victories of
the arms of my command to the Supreme Congress, as a tribute of my duty.
"God keep V. S many years.
Bouvsa,"
Torrento finds the origin of the victories of Bolivar In Baynes; victories
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which elevated him to the suthee of the glory of the most distinguished ww
rio,s of the world, not In valor (of course this was undoubted); nor in the
rapidity of his movements, nor In the skill of his plan of attack, nor in the
constancy with which be overcame all the obstacles of nature. this was of no
value in the learned and Impartial appreciation of that senit historian; but
the discontent of the people, fomented by the suppression of the soa&4a4
thus caned, for having been crested by the Viceroy Montalvo. "It was the
on account of this," he sap," the most favorable moment that the Csnqnenhs
leader (the seditious Bolivar) should derive the advantages proper of that critical situation."
It ought to excite shame to have to write history In such a manna I
When the victories of the antagonist can be disowned they are absolutely
denied; when they are distinguished, glorious and decisive, they are attributed
• • to any aecident; for example, to the Moutalvlae Money Has any ens
seen, since war began In the world, the miracles of valor, the most splendid
victories explained, by the most trifling and incoherent ass? It could only
have occurred to the Ai.to,an Torrente to give us the origin of the iuzniwbl
achievements of Bolivar in such extravagant son, In foreign elements, absurd
and valueless, in things like the Montalvine money.
What nonsense I
And thus does he pretend to be an historian I
Less distant from the possible other of things (although in our case far Gun
the path of truth) Is that which General Barreiro wrote to the Viceroy A..nnn,
giving bins an account of the battle of Vargas, as he said: UJ have remarked
that Bolivar, little satisfied of the good-will of his troops, always selects lions without outlet, so that desperation may produce the effects of barey."
This was error, but not nonsense. He was deceived or be deceived the viceroy
upon the effect of those who obeyed Bolivar, and accompanied him through so
many sufferings and nilsertea. from Venexuela; but he at least confaned that
our soldiers fought like desperadoes, and that our positions had been disadvantageous, which doubles, undoubtedly, and gives more lustre to the victory.
Bother, conqueror, did not lose an Instant in seeming the benefits of the
victory obtained. He was not carried away by glory, he was not perturbed by
Joy; nor was be dlstrcted from his deep thoughts by so many and rich trophies, but be immediately sent columns to Popsyan to oppose Latone; he
levied fortes as If by enchantment, and marched than to Pamplona, when
Soublette commanded a brilliant division; be organized, armed, disciplined
and clothed new battalions which he had recruited; he sent to Guayana large
sums of money, to alleviate the necessities of the patriots, who were there
struggling for independence; and in the midst of all this he attended to the
organization of the civil government, and the administration of the liberated
country; he abolished the onerous taxes; he encouraged mining industry ; he
canceled the hateful law of confiscation; he suppressed useless offices, and be
worked by his moderation, his benevolence, and his spirit of uprightness, the
conchain for the compliance of all the wills. The same who in the scvvrt
flicts, on crossing the Andes, aided With his own hands to carry the artillery.
encouraging the soldier, and inspiring In him ideas of glory; the f5t4s5a of
liberty, the enthusiasm of great acts: the same one who conquered at R.n
and Vargds with Indomitable courage, counterbslsácing the disadvantages of
number and position with the advantage of skill and the efforü of wea. is
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now also the one who 50n0 a; the one who regulates; the one who raises the
minds from the ddeon In which they were plunged, by wise and proper
measures; the one who applies himself to the peaceful aS with veneration to
justice, with religious respect to truth, with soil for the common weal, with
love to virtue; crowning bail7 his great work with talents and sublime perfactions, ornaments of his fertile mind, which sprung faith for the applause
and admiration of
and rrarkably for the happiness of the people.
The decree on public inetruction is famous amongst all, whose considerations
reveal the intimate conviction, of the Liberator on the necessity of the diffusion
of healthful knowledge in the republic, for its preservation and progress: "as
education and public Instruction are the safest principle of general happiness,
and the most solid foundation of the liberty of the people; and considering
that in New Granada thorn exist, a multitude of unfortunate children, who, by
the immolation of their virtuous fathers on the altars of the country by Spanish
cruelty, have no other asylum nor hope for their subsistence and education
than the republic"
"Idecree,"&c.
So much was the good received by the people of Oundinsinarca from the
Liberator, during the few days of his residence at Santa Fe, that the civil
government, and the tribunals of justice, municipality, communities, priest.,
and the most distinguished persons, joined in a great assembly, solemnly declued, as a vote en..n.$ng from the most just gratitude, that the President and Commnde4n.cbinl of the armies of the republic, Simon Bolivar,
was the Liberator c/New Granada; they decreed him a triumphal entry, and
a ann of levels, with other honors, kil due to his nnlna.lt services,'
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• The assembly declared these who composed said armies "Uberators of New
Granada," conceded them a cress of honor called from Boysa; It decreed to General Bolivar a solemn triumph and a crown of laurels, which should be presented
to him In the name of the city by a commission of young ladles. It also decreed
that there should be placed under the canopy of the capital house a painting,
emblematic of Lêerty, sustained by the arm of Bollvsr, and on Its sides the Images
of GenerAls AnaoateguJ, Santander and Sonblette; that of a pillar should be Sued
at the entry of San Vlctorine,oa whose upper part should be Inscribed the name
of the Liberator, and immediately following, tEese of all the braves who triumph.
S at Boyaca; finally that the 7th of August of each year should be celebrated as
the annlveznry of that famous victory.
The triumph was realised on the 8th of September, Bolivar entering by the
Street of Nines, from the convent of San Diego, to the cathedral under triumphal
arches, and through the midst of a great ainaiwee who manifested the greatest
joy and the most profound gratitude to the illustrious warrior who had liberated
them. The Generals Ansoatogul and Santander accompanied the Uberator. After
the termination of the triumphal procession, the threç generals were In a pavilion
erected on the great square, where a young lady, whose father had been sacrificed
by the Spaniards, placed on the head of Bolivar a crown of laurels. At the same
time she addressed him expressions dictated by the enthusiasm of gratitude;
these caused the tears of joy to flow from the eyes of many of the spectators, on
seeing themselves breathing the sweet air of liberty. Another young lady placed
on the breast of the conqueror the cress of Boyaca, and two others did the same
with Generals Ansoategul and Santander, General Soublette not receiving the
cram, being absent. That day undoubtedly was As honorable as It was pleasing to
Bolivar and his Uiustflouj oompaalons4n-arms. (See Restrepo, ThE, of Colombia.)
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as Liberator also established a provisional government for the liberated
nadanian provinces, charging the General Francisco de Paula Santander the
superior command, with the title of "Vice-President of New Granada;" he
proposed an exchange of priwiners to the Viceroy Samano "to &ee General
Barreiro and all his officers and soldiers," and providing largely for the defence
of the provinces which he had just liberated, he marched, on the 20th of September, for the army of the North, carrying with Wm considerable fovea He
visited Tunja, Socorro and Pamplona. His march was triumphal. There was
no testimony of gratitude, of love and of confidence, which the Granadanlan
people did not lavish on him. "Bolivar," writes a contemporary write;
"Bolivor enjoyed at that epoch the glory, purest to a sensible bent: that .01
seeing hims4f the object of the biasings of so many thousands of sa whom he
had drawn from the mat ferocious .&zeery."
Before leaving the pen, let my readers allow me to make to them a brief
observation.
It was not hidden to Machiavelli and Monteaqulen that there have been princes
able to deliver abattle; but in all times, they my, few have been those who
have known to carry on a campaign, to draw advantage from Fortune and bate
constancy to await her. If three writers had written In our days, they would
have undoubtedly paid a tribute to Justice, including Bolivar with three few.
Nothing makes more striking the superiority of our hero than the comparison of the campaign which gave Morillo the dominion of New Granada, with
that by which he restituted those people In their rights
Much ban the activity of General Morillo been boasted oç which his flatterera
named pndigiotu, and which was no more than a common activity. The republic had scarcely any forces in 1816, when an irresistible mare of disciplined troops,
Inured to war and weli provided withal, attacked It in Are directions
The republic succumbed.
Alter the surrender of Cartagena, some ordinary events of war followed which
led the Spanish General to the palace of Santa Fe.
He remained there during six months
To the long time of his peacefuL domination was owing the creation of large
forces and the election of measures to secure the conquest.
All this enters in the common sphere; that Is, men can do it, even the most
vulgar.
BoLivia with only one army In one directlyn, struggling with all Imaginable
difficulties, fighting against nature and at the same time against strong and
Innumerable enemies, in forty days liberated as many provinces an Morillo subjugated in 1816.
The last shot was fired on the bridge of Boyaca, and all the Spanish troops
disseminated from Cucuta to Popayan were taken prisoners or disappeared.
The defence of New Granada was undertaken at the same time that numerous
bodies were marching against Venezuela, and in forty days during which the
Liberator remained at Santa P6, he did more than Morillo would have done in
forty years.
The general who without resources and in stupendous contradictions caused
Venezuela to resurrect; he who did not despair In adversity; the one who labored
with superhuman perseverance to Inscribe on the list of nations the greater part
of the second-half of the American continent; the active, Indefatigable man, the
column of liberty, the Mend of talent, distinguishe of merit, Bouvn was the
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Instrument which Providence used In Its admirable aids to establish amongst
us, as be himself said, Me empire u/rican and sawn
Mor4llo entered Santa P6 and drowned It In blood. It could be said that his
hart required the MghtM scene of the scafibid, mid he was prodigal with It to
rectal. h imself Bouva did nothing else but had the wounds of the we: and
shed on all sides the balsam of consolation. "I misdated throughout the campaign of New Granada," writesa Or..e!.nIsn who was on the staff of the Libcater; "I have been In all the battle.; I have seen many Spanish officers and
soldiers taken prisoners; and never have I beards sentence of death pan the
lips of the Liberatort Very wicked and much perverted must be the man who
by his orders Is executed.*
"Sufficiently public wee the deaths wblcb the Spaniards ordered of paceM
and distinguished persons; Innumerable widows and orphans presented themseine to our eyes exciting our vengeance by their presence and tears; the limbs
of our countrymen hung on posts on the public roads Sod for the deat h of
their executioners; the epistolary correspondence which only breathed blood
and horrors, was the process against
Its criminal anther.. Nothing changed the
heart of Bonvsa In vain did the army claim the execution of the officers
ken prisoners; In vain was be liersuadect of the justice and evident utility of
retaliation. The Liberator ordered that all should be treated with decorum;
and as soon as there was an opportunity he proposed an exchange."
"And what did not Bouvsn
all do at his entry In Santa FE? He opened his
arms and received In them claws of persona; he did not Inquire Into the
former behavior of anyone; be found out those who emigrated to give th
a safe passport without distinction. What more could hrnn..ty expect I
this proceeding Is not worthy of praise and admiration, may the history of the
generosity of Titus be blotted out.
"The victory of Boyaca put us In possession of an Immense territory; but the
beneficial conduct of Bolinz, victorious, gave the possession of many heartat"
• Amongst the prisoners taken at Boyaca, the Liberator saw one whose physiognomy yes not unknown to him. He fixed It an Instant and remembered In
ifbet that It was that same Fernandez VineS, who In 1812, had made the revolution In the fort of Puerto Cabello. On the spot be ordered him to be hung. Rare
chance, and evident - of the beet memory!
See pamphlet published at Bogota In 17, entitled, "General Bolivar In the
Campaign of 1819 r nitration written by a GraiI.n4an

